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[Aleksandre] wrote:
Hello guys. Situation is extremely disturbing in the world. Do these rtrs work? or do we do enough rtrs?

I have been watching the news everyday, about Florida, Canada, gas pipelines exploding in Europe and so on.

However, I was not living in wonderland before. When I and HPS Maxine have informed everyone that we are no longer living in normal times, this is what this is about. I have also explained in a post in my signature in regards to what is going on.

In fact, the life people considered was "real" was just fake before. People lived in the Jewtrix for decades, remaining asleep. And currently the enemy is pulling up an attack on them.

The things humanity encounters now are divided in three categories:

1. **Natural/Planetary negativity. That is unavoidable, and comes from the planets.**

Example: general events like social unrest, wars or famines, pushed by astrological energies. These COULD in theory, be avoided.

2. **Human Stupidity. I.e., Unspiritual humans and low quality humans cannot handle the above and ruin themselves due to retardation.**

Example: humans wanting to chip themselves and lose their free will, because social media told them so or something.

3. **Enemy Curses. The enemy curses, do indirectly fortify the above.**

Example: Jews putting people in power who won't handle the famine properly or even expand it willingly, or even cause it, and providing people with their brainchips for enslavement, and mindwashing them to accept these negative things as normal and so on.

To explain in the form of an event, this can be mirrored like this:

A God sees from the 4th dimension that a woman is about to be stabbed in an alley.
The woman is programmed or driven there by forces of fate, to go to this alley. The criminal there is waiting [curses] to stab the woman. The general event is because both people are about to experience this in their charts.

As the woman in question is not turning away, due to embed negative programming, and the energies of fate are also very negative [and no spiritual knowledge to reverse this is present], she will definitely walk to the alley, therefore, the encountering with the criminal is fated.

In regards to the criminal, they are also a robber and evil, and want to rob them and stab them, being actively on the lookout. So there is no way anyone can stop this from their end too.

As these two people approach each other, the unavoidable is going to happen. Clearly, neither the robber or the woman have been at a purity state enough to avoid this, as either of them being so, would have avoided that.

The RTR's here should be taken as a form of energy that will affect the event, so that the woman is not stabbed or will not die, or something that will blunt the blade, or the blade will fall, or the situation will be lessened in its manifestation.

We cannot however currently reverse these events in their entirety. That is the real world. Famines, floods, destruction, civilizations getting wiped out, wars - these are parts of history. Some of it, is human stupidity, other parts, are planetary events.

The RTR's cannot stop in 3 or 5 years the tidal wave of energy that is coming from ignorance and evil that has been fermenting itself on the Earth for about 1500+ years, and which is currently maintained by jews and other negative entities.

We are doing great, and we will do our earnest.

The RTR's have done phenomenally until now, but the tidal wave has been a long time coming.

Destruction, famines, chaos, and so on, are nothing "out of the ordinary" based on natural situations and continuities in nature. As it has been written in JoS and I have explained, much of this is astrological.

For the most part, granted what the enemy tries to pull, and what the planets are indicative of, we are faring quite well closing in 2023.

Part of this arrives because humanity is retarded, while other part of this is because it's natural [it happens in nature] and then one aspect of this is enemy curses.
If humanity was spiritual, we could evade even 80% of this, or manage this properly. We are not, because of the enemy's dogma.

What is even worse, their dogma is a dogma of death that has them in positions of power, from which they emphasize on the worst of these times, instead of fighting against it. This makes events that would be small in negative magnitude, way bigger than they would originally be fated to be.

By undoing the curses, we are evening the blow, while gradually also removing them. But the above two other blows cannot be removed in full. The "humanity is retarded" part will be repaired when people will return to a higher level of existence. This cannot happen while the enemy is forcing everyone down a hole.

People have to come out. With disasters and other negative events, the natural consequence of this, is that this will shock many people and they will start reconsidering their reality. The Jewtrix will start collapsing upon itself as a consciousness prison, and people will escape.

This however comes at a price. It comes at a price because people have tried to skip their debts for a long time.

The "natural" part can only be saved from advances in technology and human ability. We are not there yet, as we have been delayed by thousands of years by the enemy.

The "human stupidity" part cannot be manifested either, because of curses and because of cultural removal by the enemy. We are back for that class too.

The "curses" part, which would be the deadliest, humanity has a good fate in that we are going to handle this or fight it back, but we cannot save everyone from the consequences of the first two things just yet, simply because we are not yet there on that level.

This will change in the future.

To make it worse, the fact human beings are so ignorant, so unspiritual, or have prayed themselves collectively for channeling gigatons of psychic energy into their own "apocalyptic doom" as programmed by jews for literally more than fifteen centuries now, is not making this anymore easy.

The RTRs do impressive in mitigating huge amounts of this, but we cannot mitigate fate itself. Fate will play out, but with more mercy than it would originally occur. People have unfortunately prescribed a really bad fate.
From one perspective, this is why we are here and have to do this in the first place, to avoid the worst of the worst. But the worst cannot be avoided as this is the bed humanity has made for itself.

Humanity, and those here who might be living in wonderland, thinking that they are full on Gods and so, aren't simply on the level to avoid this or have occult knowledge to understand. Therefore, I explain the parameters here in the post.

They have also fed the enemy, turning them into a hungry reptile that wants to eat them. The situation is not really favorable.

We should also commemorate the many victories, against seemingly impossible odds during these times. Many people thought it was all over with the Co-Vid, but it didn't happen.

Their advances here have died out on this big first primary card. This is war. We do not cry that this isn't peace and nice, because it's simply wartime. These aren't the 60's where everything was going "smooth".

All of this cannot be mitigated in a measly 3 or 5 years. We are doing great, and we can always do much better. We are being TRAINED by the Gods to be able to do better. But the realistic situation is that humanity is on a path of cumulative mistakes.

We are talking about fuckups and forces that exceed 2000 years here. An unspiritual humanity can only invite this upon itself. Many people of humanity are simply lost and taking idle space, working for nothing positive, not even on the thought level.

We are doing great, even wonderful for this time spectrum.

We have to do whatever we can, and the Gods will be satisfied by our work, at least when it comes from the Joy of Satan and its members as their spiritual children.
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